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The firefighters braved fires in their
jobs and challenged themselves to
raise money for charity in their spare
time. Some were bikers and some
hiked up mountains!
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Q1: What did the firefighters do in their 
spare time?

 

 

??
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Kit and Sam wanted to try a challenge
too. They used their magic map to
travel to the Lake District Challenge.
Kit, Sam and Ben joined the hikers,
where they met the leaders, Mark
and Jasmine.
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Q2: Where did Kit and Sam travel to? 
 
 

Q3: Who are Mark and Jasmine?

 
 

??
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Jasmine was the joker of the group
and made everyone laugh with her
silly songs. Sam climbed up a huge
rock but Kit was scared he would
fall. The group encouraged him to
be braver.
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With some help from Mark, Kit faced
his fears and braved the huge rock.
He wobbled a bit but Mark held onto
him. He was so glad was brave and he
felt on top of the world!
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Q4: Why was Kit nervous?

 

 

Q5: Why did Mark say that Jasmine 
was ‘the joker of the group’?

 

 

??
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Kit and Sam posed for a photo. Jasmine 
and Mark hoped it would get in the 
newspapers. Kit and Sam loved being 
hikers and wanted to do it again soon. 
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The hike was over. Kit and Sam waved

goodbye and used the magic map to

go home. “I think I will be braver with

heights from now on!” said Kit.
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Q6: Why do you think Mark and 
Jasmine hoped their picture would be 
in the newspaper?
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We Are Hikers!
Kit and Sam go hiking. Will Kit face 

his fears?
Supports teaching: 

Twinkl Phonics Level 6 Week 12
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